Perforation risk in pediatric appendicitis: assessment and management
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Abstract: Perforated appendicitis, as defined by a visible hole in the appendix or an appendicolith free within the abdomen, carries significant morbidity in the pediatric population. Accurate diagnosis is challenging as there is no single symptom or sign that accurately predicts perforated appendicitis. Younger patients and those with increased duration of symptoms are at higher risk of perforated appendicitis. Elevated leukocytosis, bandemia, high C-reactive protein, hyponatremia, ultrasound, and CT are all useful tools in diagnosis. Distinguishing patients with perforation from those without is important given the influence of a perforation diagnosis on the management of the patient. Treatment for perforated appendicitis remains controversial as several options exist, each with its indications and merits, illustrating the complexity of this disease process. Patients may be managed non-operatively with antibiotics, with or without interval appendectomy. Patients may also undergo appendectomy early in the course of their index hospitalization. Factors known to predict failure of non-operative management include appendicolith, leukocytosis greater than 15,000 white blood cells per microliter, increased bands, and CT evidence of disease beyond the right lower quadrant. In this review, the indications and benefits of each treatment strategy will be discussed and an algorithm to guide treatment decisions will be proposed.
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Statement of the problem

Epidemiology

Appendicitis is the most common disease process requiring urgent surgery in pediatric patients.1–3 It is one of the most common reasons for pediatric hospital admissions, responsible for 60,000–80,000 admissions annually in the USA.2,9,10 It is estimated that the lifetime risk of developing appendicitis is 7% in girls and 9% in boys,9,11 with a lifetime risk of appendectomy of 23.1% for females and 12.0% for males.11

Pathophysiology

Appendicitis exists as a spectrum of disease from simple inflammation to perforation with local contamination to perforation with extensive contamination. The primary etiology is thought to be obstruction of the appendiceal lumen from a variety of factors including lymphoid hyperplasia, appendicolith, foreign body, parasites, or malignancy.5,12,13 The obstruction of the lumen leads to distension of the appendix as it continues to secrete mucus and bacteria proliferate. This distension continues, resulting in impairment of lymphatic and venous drainage from the appendix and...
ultimately limiting arterial supply as well. As the disease progresses, appendiceal tissue undergoes necrosis and then perforates.8,12 Although the natural progression of disease results in perforation, not all patients follow this progression and some will resolve spontaneously.9,12,14

Nomenclature
While describing appendicitis as a disease spectrum, it is also often described with a multitude of classifications.15 Acute, uncomplicated, complicated, advanced, purulent, perforated, gangrenous, necrotic, contained perforation, free perforation, and peritonitis are mentioned throughout the literature. In a study where a diagnosis of appendicitis severity was made on photographs compared to objective criteria, surgeons displayed considerable variability in diagnosis and poor agreement on which patients were perforated.16 The lack of evidence to support each individual classification and abundance of terms likely results in a high degree of redundancy with multiple terms used to describe the same entity.15 Holcomb and St Peter proposed defining perforated appendicitis as a hole in the appendix or an appendicolith in the abdomen, resulting in the dichotomous classification of appendicitis as perforated or non-perforated.17 A common, objective definition is critical to allow for comparing outcomes across different centers.15,17 This definition was validated prospectively and found useful for identifying patients at risk for developing postoperative abscess.17 This is the definition for perforated appendicitis that will be used in this paper.

Who is at risk?
Pediatric perforated appendicitis rates are often quoted at ~30% with a range from 20% to 74%, but can be much higher for younger children.6,11,13,18–21 Younger children have less ability to articulate their symptoms, and a retrospective study found perforation rates nearly 100% in patients less than 1-year-old and 69% in 5-year-olds.24 Higher perforation rates have been linked to pre-hospital factors such as race, social class, and insurance status.19,20,27,28 Perforated appendicitis rates were found to be higher in Asian children and black children compared to white children. Children without insurance and children with public insurance also had higher perforation rates compared to privately insured children.19,27,28 Frequently associated with barriers to health care access, a longer duration of symptoms has been associated with higher perforated appendicitis rates.5,10,20,24–26,29,30 Perforated appendicitis has also been associated with the presence of an appendicolith.5,20,31

Morbidity of pediatric perforated appendicitis
The presence of perforation plays an important role in patient morbidity.5,15–19,22,24,25,29,30,32 Perforated appendicitis has been associated with elevated postsurgical complications.5,9,22,25,30 Ponsky et al noted the risk of developing an intra-abdominal abscess, wound infection, or postoperative ileus was 39% vs 8% in perforated vs non-perforated appendicitis.19 Other complications include the development of pelvic collections and higher rates of readmissions.25 Longer length of stay (LOS) has also been associated with perforated compared to non-perforated appendicitis.16,22,24,25

Part of the morbidity of perforated appendicitis stems from its difficulty to diagnose, resulting in delays to appropriate treatment.6 Treatment for acute and perforated appendicitis differs.6,7,9,10,34 Management of perforated appendicitis is much more complex with a myriad of treatment options and multiple controversies surrounding various aspects of each option.6,15

Diagnostic challenges
As children do not often manifest the classic presentation of appendicitis, correctly diagnosing perforated appendicitis poses additional challenges.6,12,34 Misdiagnosis of appendicitis has been observed in 15%–28% of patients in the emergency department.14,35 Pediatric patients may present with atypical and nonspecific symptoms,5,9 and young children have difficulty vocalizing their symptoms.6 There is no single symptom or sign reliable in predicting perforation.25 Experienced pediatric surgeons showed higher aptitude at diagnosing appendicitis.5,21,36 They have been shown to distinguish nonappendicitis, acute appendicitis, and perforated appendicitis at 96.8%, 93.5%, and 93.5% accuracy, respectively.5,21

Patient history
Younger patients are at increased risk of perforated appendicitis.9,10,20,24–26 This follows an inverse linear relationship with patients less than 1-year-old who have rates of perforated appendicitis as high as 100%,24 children less than 5 years old 69%–74%,20,24 and children over 8 years old 30%–40%.20 Although being less than 5 years old is commonly associated with higher perforation rates than slightly older children,10,20,24 other studies have noticed a significant difference in perforation rates when using other age cutoffs such as 9-year-olds.25 Consistently throughout the literature, a longer duration of symptoms has been associated with perforated appendicitis in both adults and children.5,10,21,24,26,29,30,37 This ranges from symptoms being present for 24 hours,10 36 hours,20,29 or greater
than 48 hours. In an adult study, presence of symptoms greater than 36 hours showed significantly increased risk for perforation, and this risk was seen to steadily increase over 12-hour increments. Within the pediatric literature, there is a general trend that the increased symptom duration means increased risk of perforation, but there is not a consensus on a time cutoff amongst studies when this risk of perforation is significantly higher.

Signs and symptoms that present with perforated appendicitis vary between studies. Anorexia and emesis have been associated with perforated appendicitis, but these are nonspecific. Generalized pain, diffuse tenderness, and peritoneal signs are more commonly present in perforated appendicitis compared to acute appendicitis, but their presence does not definitively diagnose perforated appendicitis. Similarly, patients who are more febrile have a higher risk of perforated appendicitis, but the specific temperatures of “more febrile” vary between studies.

**Laboratory markers**

Laboratory markers such as leukocytosis, bandemia, C-reactive protein (CRP), erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), and hyponatremia can also aid in the diagnosis of perforated appendicitis. Leukocytosis is the most frequently cited laboratory marker associated with perforation. Some authors state the presence of leukocytosis is predictive, while others qualify that it should be markedly elevated to signify perforation. Bandemia and elevated ESR (greater than 25 mm/h) have also been shown to be predictive of perforated appendicitis.

CRP has been looked at as a sole predictor of perforation or in combination with leukocytosis. Gosain et al found both CRP and leukocytosis to be univariate predictors of perforated appendicitis, but only leukocytosis greater than 19,400 cells per microliter was a multivariate predictor of perforation. Although Siddique et al found leukocytosis a better predictor than CRP for acute appendicitis, the sensitivity for diagnosing both acute and perforated appendicitis increased when leukocytosis and CRP were combined. Beltrán et al found leukocytosis and CRP, either alone or in combination, useful in diagnosing acute appendicitis. Combining the two results or utilizing them individually leads to poor sensitivity for diagnosing perforated appendicitis, but improved specificity.

Hyponatremia has been observed as a strong independent predictor of complicated appendicitis in children. Pham et al found significantly higher rates ($P<0.01$) of hyponatremia in complicated appendicitis ($63\%$ vs $33\%$, $P<0.01$) compared to non-complicated appendicitis. After increased duration of symptoms, it was the second strongest predictor of complicated appendicitis (OR 3.1, 95% CI 2.0–4.9, $P<0.01$). Hyponatremia has been documented as predictor of perforated appendicitis in the adult population. The concept of hyponatremia as a predictor of disease severity is not unique to appendicitis. Hyponatremia has been well documented as a predictor of mortality in necrotizing soft tissue infections and a useful diagnostic tool in delineating necrotizing vs non-necrotizing soft tissue infections. It has also been implicated as a predictor of gangrenous cholecystitis, ischemic bowel in small bowel obstruction, and perforated colonic pathology in elderly patients undergoing emergency general surgery operations.

**Imaging**

Imaging is an important adjunct to the diagnosis of appendicitis, but it is not always mandatory and the diagnostic accuracy is not 100%. Imaging modalities include plain radiography, ultrasound (US), CT, and MRI. Most authors advocate for selective imaging when the diagnosis is uncertain given the risks, benefits, costs, and time delay to surgery associated with imaging. Staged imaging protocols have also been recommended to minimize the risks of contrast and radiation to pediatric patients.

Plain radiography has limited benefit in diagnosing appendicitis and plays a minimal role in distinguishing non-perforated vs perforated appendicitis. Findings associated with appendicitis include lumbar scoliosis and obliteration of the psoas shadow. An appendicolith, which is associated with but not diagnostic of perforated appendicitis, is observed on 10%–20% of films in patients with appendicitis. Plain radiography may be more useful in other disease processes when suspicion for appendicitis is low.

US is a favored imaging modality given its low risk profile. It is recommended as the first imaging modality in patients with atypical symptoms and often as the first imaging study in staged imaging protocols. US provides the benefits of being performed at the bedside, is noninvasive, does not require contrast, and has no radiation exposure. It has the drawbacks of being operator dependent, requires patient cooperation which can be challenging in young children, lacks sensitivity in early appendicitis, and is less accurate in obese patients. A normal appendix must be visualized to rule out appendicitis. Sensitivity is usually greater than 80%, and specificity is greater than 90% for non-perforated appendicitis. In perforated appendicitis, this decreases to a sensitivity of 35% and specificity of 98%.
CT is often thought to be more accurate than US in perforated appendicitis. It is a second choice imaging modality when US is inconclusive for acute appendicitis, but a first choice imaging modality in perforated appendicitis. It is not operator dependent, but it may require sedation and has the risk of ionizing radiation, possibly resulting in future malignancy. Sensitivity and specificity approach 95% for acute appendicitis, but this is lower in perforated appendicitis. When 200 CT scans of perforated appendicitis were reviewed by junior and senior surgical residents, two staff interventional radiologists, and four attending pediatric surgeons, accuracy was 72% with sensitivity of 62% and specificity of 81%. Findings on CT associated with perforated appendicitis include the presence of an abscess, appendicolith, and extraluminal air.

MRI is advocated by some for its benefits of being extremely accurate and lack of radiation. Although an older study found MRI comparable to US in diagnosing perforated appendicitis, newer studies promote its accuracy, including the ability to differentiate acute from perforated appendicitis. Several of these studies have also shown excellent accuracy without using contrast. Critics mention factors such as availability, time, and cost making MRI impractical for widespread application in pediatrics. Yet, recent advances in MRI techniques such as open MRI negate the need for sedation and make it much more accessible.

Management
The optimal treatment for perforated appendicitis remains controversial and complex. Although most authors concur on the importance of fluid resuscitation and antibiotics, one study in 1980 reported minimal morbidity with close observation and no administration of antibiotics for pediatric patients who present with greater than 5 days of symptoms with a palpable mass and no generalized peritonitis. Current standard of care and practice guidelines advocate for the early initiation of antibiotics in treatment algorithms. After initiation of antibiotics, treatment options diverge into operative management or non-operative management with or without interval appendectomy. Although there continues to be extensive debate regarding the merits of each treatment option, this review will highlight the indications for each option and propose an algorithm to assist with treatment decisions.

Antibiotic regimen
A multitude of antibiotic regimens exist from the classic triple antibiotic regimen to effective dual and single agent regimens. Triple antibiotic therapy consists of ampicillin, gentamicin, and clindamycin or metronidazole for usually 10–14 days. This regimen was found to be effective, relatively inexpensive, and have minimal morbidity. Due to concerns for cost, complexity of multiple daily doses, and need for blood to monitor gentamicin nephrotoxicity, alternative regimens were pursued. The most commonly described alternative regimen involves once daily dosing of ceftriaxone and metronidazole. This regimen was found to be superior to triple antibiotic therapy in terms of lower postoperative temperatures, decreased postoperative abscess rate, shorter LOS, and reduced costs. Alternative dual antibiotic regimens and single antibiotic regimens have also been well described with good efficacy and similar benefits of shorter LOS and reduced cost.

Non-operative management: early studies
The non-operative approach to appendicitis was advocated as early as 1901 by Ochsner. It took many decades before similar literature was published for pediatric patients with perforated appendicitis. In most of these studies, perforation was described as an appendiceal mass. Janik et al published one of the first articles where 37 pediatric patients presenting with more than 5 days of symptoms, leukocytosis, and a focal appendiceal mass without signs of peritonitis received closer observation in the hospital and no antibiotics. Eighty-one percent of the patients (31 children) clinically improved in 5–22 days. The remaining 19% had recurrence or worsening of symptoms requiring abscess drainage in 2–10 days. There were no fatalities and only one child had recurrent symptoms prior to receiving interval appendectomy. They concluded non-operative management with close observation was safe in selected patients and that interval appendectomy can be performed as late as 20 weeks after symptom resolution. Powers et al also advocated for the safety of non-operative management in perforated appendicitis where patients were treated with triple antibiotic therapy and closely followed until interval appendectomy. Appendectomy was recommended if there was no clinical improvement in 12–24 hours or if there was recurrence of symptoms, specifically fever or abdominal pain. A similar success rate of greater than 80% for non-operative management was observed by Skoubo-Kristensen and Hvid. Over 10 years, 193 adult and pediatric patients were treated. In 23 patients (12%) operation was needed in the initial period, and of the 170 patients successfully treated, 12 recurred (7.1%). The
patients who underwent interval appendectomy had a low rate of operative complications (3.4%) for small bowel obstruction, wound infections, and abscess.75 Bagi and Dueholm also noted successful treatment of 40 adult and pediatric patients with an appendiceal mass with antibiotics and percutaneous drainage if an abscess was visualized.76 The main conclusions of these early publications focused on safety, efficacy, and viability of non-operative management in perforated appendicitis.

Non-operative management: benefits
Success of non-operative management has been well documented in numerous studies.61,70,77–93 Some studies specify the presence of a mass or discrete abscess in the description of perforated appendicitis and non-operative management.77–88 Successful treatment has been seen with drainage6,8,13,87,94–96 and no drainage77,88,97 of abscesses. Other studies highlight the success of non-operative management and do not make a distinction regarding the presence of mass or discrete abscess.61,70,89–93 Documented benefits include decreased morbidity,68,70,89–93,96,98 shorter LOS,70,84,99 lower costs,71,84,89 improved quality of life,71 and fewer days off.71

Patient morbidity has many manifestations and can range in severity from mild to severe. The most commonly noted source of morbidity with early appendectomy is increased postoperative complications.70,80,86,90,96,98–100 These may be infectious in nature such as wound infections,70,98,100 abscess development,70,90,98,100 and unspecified infectious complications.86,96,99 Other types of complications may include bowel obstruction,98,100 reoperation,98,100 and readmission.63,90 Mortality is very rare in pediatric perforated appendicitis.6 Multiple studies noted shorter LOS, another manifestation of decreased morbidity, with non-operative management.70,84,99 Shorter LOS likely contributed to the decreased costs associated with non-operative management.71,84,99 Additional cost saving comes from the complete avoidance of an operation when patients are treated with antibiotics alone.71

Non-operative management: drainage controversy
Within non-operative management, the role of abscess drainage remains controversial. Described as early as 1986, Bagi and Dueholm noted the benefits of percutaneous drainage.76 Of the 31 patients noted to have an abscess on US, 17 underwent percutaneous drainage. Sixteen (94%) of the percutaneously drained patients had symptom resolution with few complications and minimal late sequelae.76 St Peter et al randomized 40 pediatric patients to either early appendectomy (n=20) or non-operative management with abscess drainage (n=20).95 The non-operative cohort had eleven drains placed; three patients had abscess aspiration but no drain placement, and six had no drain as the abscess was felt to be inaccessible by interventional radiology.95 The non-operative group had a significantly faster return to oral intake and fewer health care visits.93 One of the largest studies to date regarding abscess drainage is by Luo et al.77 While most studies have cohorts of less than 40 patients undergoing drainage,76,77,81,94–96 Luo’s study had 1,225 pediatric patients where 150 (12.2%) underwent drainage and 1,075 (87.8%) received only antibiotics and no drainage.77 Although the patients with drainage had a longer LOS, significantly lower recurrence, decreased rate of interval appendectomy, and fewer complications following interval appendectomy were observed.87 Older patients 13–18 years old had significantly lower need for interval appendectomy compared to two younger cohorts of 7–12 years old and 6 years old or younger.87 Multiple additional studies have supported the role of abscess drainage71,84,96 with benefits of symptomatic improvement85,94 and decreased postoperative complications.71

Although multiple studies are overall in favor of drainage,76,81,87,94–96 downsides such as technical failure,81,94 increased LOS,77 readmission,81 increased imaging,95,97 and increased number of physician visits95 are described in these studies. Hoffmann et al advocated that treatment without drainage was safe and effective.77 They followed 37 patients where 28 were treated with observation alone and 19 underwent immediate operation. The observation group was admitted for a median of 10 days (range 1–36 days) and had no in-hospital complications. After discharge, one patient developed recurrent appendicitis and another patient developed a recurrent abscess. In contrast, the immediate operation group had a slightly shorter median hospital stay (8 days, range 4–36 days) but significantly more complications (n=10).77 Keckler et al raised numerous concerns with percutaneous drainage including procedural complications, persistent symptoms, recurrent abscess, multiple CT scans, numerous office visits, and increased financial burden.88 One of the largest retrospective reviews critical of drain placement was by Gasior et al.97 Two-hundred seventeen pediatric patients with perforated appendicitis and an abscess greater than 5 cm<sup>2</sup> were included; 160 had a drain placed and 57 either had aspiration with no drain placement or no procedure at all. The patients with drains had larger abscesses, more CT scans, and more total health care visits.
After correcting for abscess size, the patients with drains still received more CT scans and total health care visits. There was no difference in total number of antibiotic days, complications, or recurrence rates. They proposed that abscesses under 20 cm² could be treated with antibiotics alone, but that additional randomized studies are needed to validate this threshold.

Non-operative management: role for interval appendectomy

The necessity of interval appendectomy has recently been questioned by several authors. Early studies of non-operative management routinely included interval appendectomy, and this trend has continued for several decades. Proponents of interval appendectomy cite low morbidity and decreased risk of appendix recurrence. An additional benefit is the removal of undiagnosed pathology such as carcinoma, appendiceal duplication, Meckel’s diverticulum, and malignancy. The inflammatory reaction in perforated appendicitis was thought by many surgeons to lead to appendiceal fibrosis and the obliteration of the appendiceal lumen, ultimately preventing the development of future episodes of appendicitis. This theory was disproven on examination of interval appendectomy specimens. The rate of obliterated lumens ranged from 0% to 16%, demonstrating patients remain at risk for recurrent appendicitis. St. Peter and Snyder noted a 1%–3% annual risk of recurrent appendicitis and that interval appendectomy may be indicated when a child has 60–80 years of life expectancy. Recent practice guidelines for perforated appendicitis echo this sentiment and advocate for interval appendectomy given the risk of recurrence remains 8%–15%. Critics of interval appendectomy question its necessity in all patients and some propose a more selective approach. The low risk of appendix recurrence is a frequent rationale against routine interval appendectomy. Hall et al found that 80% of patients do not need an interval appendectomy; five interval appendectomies needed to be performed for one patient to benefit from avoiding appendicitis recurrence. They noted that interval appendectomy would treat less than 1% of missed carcinoid diagnoses and there remains a small, but real risk of complication at 3%. Other critics observed a higher risk of complications, up to one-third of patients undergoing interval appendectomy. Increased costs, longer LOS, and difficulty with repeat operation are other arguments against performing interval appendectomy.

Predicting failure of non-operative management

Appropriately selecting patients for non-operative management is essential to its success. A substantial number of studies have commented on various factors that are predictive of success and/or failure of non-operative management. The presence of an appendicolith has been implicated in increased risk of recurrent appendicitis and failure of non-operative management. Although this is the most commonly cited reason for failure of non-operative management, Talishinskiy et al found appendicolith was not predictive of non-operative failure in their retrospective review of 64 cases of pediatric perforated appendicitis. Zhang et al found that most appendicoliths resolve and that the presence of a persistent appendicolith was more predictive of failing non-operative management. Nazarey et al reviewed 105 pediatric perforated appendicitis cases managed non-operatively and found the combination of an appendicolith plus leukocytosis greater than 15,000 white blood cells (WBC) per microliter was associated with treatment failure. Pandemia has been associated with non-operative failure in several studies particularly when the percentage of bands exceeds 15%. Extensive disease on imaging has also been associated with failure of non-operative management, but several different definitions of extensive disease have been utilized. CT with findings outside the right lower quadrant and large or poorly defined abscess are common definitions. Free peritoneal fluid on imaging is another definition used as well. The presence of a bowel obstruction has also been linked with failure of non-operative management. Clinical definitions of a bowel obstruction include symptoms being present for greater than 72 hours or the need for a nasogastric tube within the first day or two of admission. The literature is mixed on other factors such as symptom duration and the presence or absence of an abscess at predicting who will fail non-operative management. Whyte et al looked at 58 patients who underwent non-operative management of CT-proven perforated appendicitis and found that fever after 24 hours of treatment was associated with increased risk of failure. The importance of continued evaluation and assessment of the patient’s response to non-operative management cannot be emphasized enough. If patients...
fail to improve with conservative measures, appendectomy should be pursued.4,116

Operative management: early appendectomy

Many surgeons and studies advocate for early appendectomy in the setting of perforated appendicitis.4,6,15,22,23,32,64,71,93,95,100,103,108,112,117–120 The best quality of evidence is found in two separate randomized trials.6,95 St Peter et al performed a pilot study with 40 patients aged 7–18 years with a diagnosis of perforated appendicitis with an abscess that were randomized to early appendectomy (n=20) and non-operative management that consisted of intravenous antibiotics, percutaneous drainage when feasible, and interval appendectomy (n=20).95 Both cohorts were similarly matched in patient characteristics such as age, weight, body mass index (BMI), WBC, maximum temperature, and maximum axial area of abscess in cm2. The early appendectomy group trended toward longer operating times, but this was not significant. The early appendectomy group did have fewer health care visits and less CT scans, but no difference in total charges. Aside from faster time to oral intake, the non-operative group did not demonstrate improved outcomes compared to the early appendectomy group.95 Blakely et al performed a randomized trial of 131 patients less than 18 years old with a diagnosis of perforated appendicitis without a mass or well-formed abscess.6 Sixty-four patients were randomized to early appendectomy within 24 hours of admission, and 67 were randomized to non-operative management with antibiotics and interval appendectomy. The cohorts were similarly matched for age, sex, race, duration of symptoms, admission WBC, CT scan completed at initial assessment, presence of an intra-abdominal abscess, and intensive care unit admission. The only significant difference between the groups was a higher emergency department temperature in the interval appendectomy group (38.4°C vs 38.0°C). The early appendectomy group experienced significantly fewer adverse events and decreased time away from normal activities.6

Multiple studies have demonstrated decreased morbidity in early appendectomy compared to non-operative management with or without interval appendectomy.6,22,23,93,100,108,118–120 Decreased complications and adverse events such as intra-abdominal abscess, small bowel obstruction, need for total parenteral nutrition, and central line related adverse events have been seen with early appendectomy.6,22,93,118 Decreased number of procedures22,23,108 and fewer imaging studies22,23,93,95 are other benefits. Health care utilization is less with early appendectomy with decreased LOS,22,93,100,108,119 fewer days of intravenous antibiotics,22,119 less doctor visits,23,95,119 and decreased subsequent hospital admissions.22,23,118,119 Patient-centered outcomes such as decreased recovery time,6,108 improved patient quality of life at 3 months,120 and decreased parental stress at 3 months120 have also been documented.

Proponents of early appendectomy also point to the associated financial benefits.23,32,64,100,108,112,118,119 Some of these financial benefits stem from increased health care utilization seen with interval appendectomy in terms of increased LOS, readmissions, and increased complications.112,119,121 In an analysis of Blakely et al’s randomized controlled trial, Myers et al examined the hospital costs of both cohorts.112 Early appendectomy was associated with lower costs due to fewer complications and a smaller number of unplanned readmissions. Patients who experienced adverse events in the trial had double the costs of those who did not have an adverse event.112

Treatment algorithm

Although the diagnosis and management of perforated appendicitis remains complex and controversial, guidelines exist and have been demonstrated to both improve patient outcomes and decrease resource utilization.31,32,62–64 Although clinician experience is the best tool in making an accurate diagnosis,5,21,36 laboratory studies and selective imaging should be utilized to assist in diagnosis. After a diagnosis of perforated appendicitis is made, all patients should be placed nil per os and started on appropriate broad-spectrum IV antibiotics.

Patients with hemodynamic instability and/or diffuse peritonitis should proceed to appendectomy after aggressive resuscitation. Patients with an early presentation and symptoms of less than 5–7 days should also proceed to the operating room. Patients who are hemodynamically stable, without diffuse peritonitis, and have a delayed presentation of 5–7 days or greater are candidates for non-operative management. If an abscess is present and amenable to drainage, this should be pursued. It is important to be mindful of which patients are at increased risk of failing non-operative management. Close observation, evaluation, and assessment should continue. If the patient fails to improve within 24–48 hours, non-operative management should be abandoned and appendectomy pursued.

In patients managed with appendectomy or with non-operative management, antibiotics should be continued while the patient remains admitted. Although a 5-day course of IV antibiotics is recommended, the duration should be based on
clinical criteria. Intravenous antibiotics should be continued until patients are afebrile for 24 hours, are tolerating a diet, and their pain remains well-controlled. At this point, patients may be discharged. The role of oral antibiotics for an outpatient after discharge is debated, but current recommendations are for a total duration of 7 days, particularly if the patient is discharged prior to 5 days of IV antibiotics. Patients managed non-operatively should be followed closely in the outpatient setting, be counseled on the signs and symptoms of recurrent appendicitis, and advised to return promptly should such symptoms arise. After completing non-operative management, patients should undergo interval appendectomy.

**Conclusion**

Although diagnosis of perforated appendicitis is challenging, it remains important in guiding management of patients. No single symptom or sign is predictive of acute appendicitis, but patients at increased risk include socially and economically disadvantaged, those without private health insurance, minorities, and younger patients. Diagnostic clues include longer duration of symptoms, diffuse peritoneal signs, elevated fevers, markedly elevated leukocytosis, bandemia, elevated CRP, hyponatremia, and ESR greater than 25 mm/h. Imaging, especially US and CT, are useful adjuncts but not always necessary. The best diagnostic indicator remains physician experience and expertise as pediatric surgeons have greater than 90% accuracy in distinguishing non-appendicitis, acute appendicitis, and perforated appendicitis.

Management options include non-operative management with antibiotics and no interval appendectomy, non-operative management with interval appendectomy, and early appendectomy during index hospitalization. Non-operative management has been demonstrated to be safe and efficacious in appropriately selected patients. Risk factors for failing non-operative management include the presence of an appendicolith, leukocytosis greater than 15,000 WBC per microliter, increased bands, and CT evidence of extensive disease. Critics note increased imaging, number of health care visits, cost, and complications are associated with non-operative management. There is a paucity of randomized trials. Pooled results from two randomized trials comparing non-operative management with interval appendectomy found early appendectomy was associated with decreased time away from normal activities, fewer adverse events, lower costs, fewer health care visits, and a smaller number of imaging studies. Patients remain on intravenous antibiotics until they are afebrile with stable vital signs, well-controlled pain, and tolerating a regular diet. There continues to be debate regarding the optimal duration of antibiotics once a patient is discharged to home.

Following treatment guidelines and an algorithm simplifies complex management decisions and improves patient outcomes. Perforated appendicitis remains challenging to diagnose and complex to manage. Most data are retrospective and from single institution studies. More multi-institutional, randomized trials are needed to further evaluate the safety, efficacy, and indications of the various treatment options.
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